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ABSTRACT

The dynamic state of the interstellar medium, heated and stirred by supernovae (SNe), is simulated using a
three-dimensional, nonideal MHD model in a domain extended kpc horizontally and 2 kpc vertically,0.5 # 0.5
with the gravitational field symmetric about the midplane of the domain, . We include both Type I andz 5 0
Type II SNe, allowing the latter to cluster in regions with enhanced gas density. The system segregates into two
main phases: a warm, denser phase and a hot, dilute gas in global pressure equilibrium; there is also dense, cool
gas compressed into filaments, shells, and clumps by expanding SN remnants. The filling factor of the hot phase
grows with height, so it dominates at kpc. The multicomponent structure persists throughout theFzF * 0.5
simulation, and its statistical parameters show little time variation. The warm gas is in hydrostatic equilibrium,
which is supported by thermal and turbulent pressures. The multiphase gas is in a state of developed turbulence.
The rms random velocity is different in the warm and hot phases, 10 and 40 km s21, respectively, at FzF & 1
kpc; the turbulent cell size (twice the velocity correlation scale) is about 60 pc in the warm phase.

Subject headings: galaxies: ISM — ISM: kinematics and dynamics — MHD — turbulence

1. INTRODUCTION

The multiphase structure of the interstellar medium (ISM)
contributes to almost all aspects of its global dynamics, in-
cluding its evolution, its effects on magnetic fields and cosmic
rays, and its star formation. In a widely accepted picture (see,
e.g., Heiles & Kulkarni 1987; Kulkarni & Heiles 1988; Spitzer
1990; McKee 1995), most of the volume is occupied by the
hot ( K), warm ( K), and cold ( K)6 4 2T . 10 T . 10 T . 10
phases, although molecular clouds and some transient phases
can also be important in many respects. The main sources of
energy maintaining this complex structure are supernova (SN)
explosions and stellar winds. The energy ejected by the SNe
not only supports the hot phase but also drives ubiquitous tur-
bulence in all diffuse phases. Thus, turbulence and multiphase
structure are intrinsically connected features of the ISM, and
in this Letter, we present a model describing them in a self-
consistent manner.

2. THE MODEL

We model the ISM in the solar neighborhood using a local
three-dimensional, nonideal MHD model, which includes the
effects of density stratification in the Galactic gravity field,
heating via supernova explosions, radiative cooling, large-scale
shear due to Galactic differential rotation, compressibility, and
magnetic fields, together with thermal conductivity and kinetic
and magnetic viscosities. We adopt a local Cartesian frame of
reference that rotates at an angular velocity of km s21Q 5 250

kpc21 and assume a flat rotation curve. We solve for deviations
u from this basic flow (Brandenburg et al. 1995). We solve the
standard nonideal MHD equations, namely, the induction equa-
tion written for the magnetic vector potential, the momentum
equation, the energy equation, and the continuity equation. The
vertical distribution of the gravitational acceleration is taken
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from Kuijken & Gilmore (1989) and includes contributions
from a stellar disk and a spherical halo.

SN heating and radiative cooling are modeled by source and
loss terms in the energy equation. SNe are introduced as in-
stantaneous, localized explosive events releasing thermal en-
ergy ergs per SN. In practice, each explosion occurs51E 5 10SN

during one computational time step, adjusted to be 10–100 yr
at the moment of explosion. To avoid the early, violent part of
the free-expansion phase, the injected energy has a Gaussian
distribution with a width of 20 pc around the explosion site.
This initial state of an individual SN remnant in our simulations
corresponds to the beginning of the adiabatic stage of the ex-
pansion of a real remnant. The cooling function is adopted
from Dalgarno & McCray (1972) and Raymond, Cox, & Smith
(1976). With this cooling function, the gas at K is5T ! 10
thermally stable, so we deliberately suppress thermal instability
at low temperatures and any dense phases possibly associated
with it.

We include both Type I and Type II SNe in our calculations.
For Type II SNe, we take the SN rate per unit area 3 #

yr21 kpc22 corresponding to a frequency of 1/44 yr21 in2510
the whole Galaxy, and for Type I, yr21 kpc22 cor-264 # 10
responding to 1/330 yr21 (Tammann, Löffler, & Schröder 1994).
In the vertical direction, we assume an exponential distribution
of the SN explosion rate per unit volume. The SN scale heights
adopted are 325 pc (Heiles 1987) and 90 pc (Miller & Scalo
1979) for Type I and Type II SNe, respectively. We choose
the explosion site randomly in the horizontal plane but exclude
those positions where the density is less than the average in
that layer; this prescription leads to a realistic fraction of clus-
tered SNe. For the initial state of the ISM, we take a single
thermal phase near hydrostatic equilibrium at a number density
of 0.6 cm23, an exponential scale height of 100 pc, and a
temperature of 104 K, with a uniform, azimuthally directed,
weak magnetic field of 0.1 mG strength, which will be rapidly
amplified up to microgauss strength.

A detailed description of the code used is given by Bran-
denburg et al. (1995) and Nordlund & Stein (1990). The size
of the computational domain is kpc in the radial,0.5 # 0.5 # 2
azimuthal, and vertical directions, respectively. The Galactic
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Fig. 1.—Gas density (shades of gray representing log n) and velocity (vectors) on the faces of the computational domain ( kpc horizontally and 20.5 # 0.5
kpc vertically) at different times in the simulation run. The frames below the boxes are midplane cross sections. The darker regions correspond to larger densities.
The density ranges in each snapshot are, from left to right, to 15 cm23, to 21 cm23, to 13 cm23, and to 17 cm23. On the26 24 26 258 # 10 1 # 10 5 # 10 7 # 10
vertical faces, the vector length of 1 cm corresponds to 1000 km s21, and on the horizontal cross sections, 1 cm corresponds to 200 km s21.

symmetry plane, , is placed in the middle of the com-z 5 0
putational domain. The corresponding mesh size is 63 #

. The time step is 600 yr, on average, but can be as63 # 254
short as 10–100 yr when SNe explode in a low-density region,
resulting in very high expansion velocities. We adopt a shearing
box approximation (Wisdom & Tremaine 1988) and apply pe-
riodic boundary conditions in azimuth, sliding periodic bound-
ary conditions in radius, and open boundary conditions on the
upper and lower faces of the computational domain. Matter is
allowed to escape through the open boundaries, but any inflow
is prohibited. This results in mass and energy loss through the
top and bottom boundaries; in 100 Myr, about 10% of the total
mass and energy escapes from the computational domain. This
makes our model applicable over only a finite time interval.

Unlike earlier two-dimensional, large-scale simulations
of the turbulent ISM (Rosen & Bregman 1995; Vázquez-
Semadeni, Passot, & Pouquet 1995; Passot, Vázquez-
Semadeni, & Pouquet 1995; Rosen, Bregman, & Kelson 1996;
Scalo et al. 1998), our model is fully three-dimensional, so it
captures more completely the evolution of vorticity and the
development of interstellar turbulence and also admits realistic
modeling of the turbulent dynamo action. However, we do not
include star formation and self-gravity. We also neglect stellar
winds because their contribution to interstellar turbulence is
much less important than that of SNe (Abbott 1982; see also
Rosen & Bregman 1995).

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

3.1. The Multiphase Structure

Figure 1 shows snapshots of the density and velocity at
different times. Only rarely can SN remnants remain spherically
symmetric for times longer than 1 Myr because the ambient
density distribution quickly becomes very nonuniform. Since
the location of Type II SN explosions depends on the local
density, 70% of Type II SNe are clustered, and this produces
large shells. The first shells appear at 10 Myr.

One can see a Type I SN remnant indicated by I at 20 Myr,
shell structures produced by clustered Type II remnants marked
CII at 20, 40 and 60 Myr, and a narrow vertical channel (chim-
ney) at 20 Myr between the two shells labeled CII. Another

chimney can be seen at 60 Myr above and below the region
marked CII. The shell structures are blown out by 5–10 SNe.
Their diameter is 200–250 pc in the horizontal direction and
350–400 pc vertically; their lifetime is 10–15 Myr. The shell
near the right-hand side of the 20 Myr frame breaks through
the disk at 30 Myr via a narrow vertical channel. Other visually
discernible structures in the snapshots are dense, cold filaments,
shells, and clumps produced by compression, with resultant
enhanced cooling. The densest structures in Figure 1 have

cm23 and temperatures of a few hundred degrees. Then . 20
simulated shells and filaments are quite similar to those ob-
served in H i (Verschuur 1974; Heiles 1979; Colomb, Pöppel,
& Heiles 1980).

The system rapidly segregates into two phases, as can be
seen from Figure 2, where we present probability distribution
functions (PDFs) of density, temperature, and pressure loga-
rithms averaged over six snapshots taken at intervals of 10 Myr
at times 20–70 Myr. Two gas phases can be distinguished in
the temperature PDF that has a well-pronounced double-
maximum shape near the midplane, where there are more or
less equal amounts of the warm and hot gas. Based on this,
we identify the gas at K as the warm phase and that5T ! 10
at higher temperatures as the hot phase. Average gas density
and temperature are cm23 and K for the4n . 0.1 T . 10w w

warm phase and cm23 and K for the hot23 6n . 10 T . 10h h

gas. Most of the warm gas is concentrated at pc,FzF & 500
whereas the hot gas is mainly located at larger heights. There-
fore, the double-peaked structure of the temperature PDF grad-
ually vanishes as the height increases.

The PDF of the total pressure shown in Figure 2c has a well-
pronounced peak at about 103 K cm23 (the value common for
all the phases, which does not change significantly with time
but varies with height; see Figs. 2a–2c). The simulated ISM
has clearly settled into a statistical pressure equilibrium. At the
evolutionary stage discussed, the total pressure is dominated
by thermal and turbulent components, with magnetic pressure
still being 103 times smaller.

Since pressure distribution is rather broad, the warm and hot
phases are not well separated in the density PDF where the
double-peaked structure is pronounced only slightly. However,
the appearance of Figure 1 strongly suggests the presence of
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Fig. 2.—PDFs for logarithms of (a) temperature, (b) density, and (c) total pressure averaged over six snapshots taken at equal time intervals between 20 and
70 Myr and calculated for the whole computational volume for kpc (solid line), for kpc (dashed line), and kpc (dotted line).FzF ! 0.25 FzF ! 0.5 FzF ! 1

both the warm and hot phases at all stages of evolution. At
some times (e.g., 20 and 30 Myr), the density PDF also has
two peaks, but the peaks are smeared by time averaging.

A typical maximum temperature within young SN remnants,
as modeled here, is about 108 K. The temperature of the hot
gas is about 106 K if only the temperature within an SN remnant
at the moment of energy injection is above 107 K, which cor-
responds to the beginning of the adiabatic stage of the remnant
evolution. The radiative cooling time exceeds 109 yr at T 5

K, so the gas cools down mainly because of adiabatic610
expansion.

The position of the minimum in the temperature PDF that
defines the distinction between the hot and warm phases is
controlled by the temperature (105 K) at which the cooling
function has a maximum. The density and temperature of the
warm phase are controlled by the cooling rate: stronger cooling
would result in denser and cooler gas (cf. Vázquez-Semadeni
et al. 1996). Motivated by the form of the density and tem-
perature PDFs, we define the borderline between the warm and
cold components as cm23 and K. It is not clear3n . 1 T . 10
whether the dense, cold gas can be described as a separate
physical phase in our simulations because it arises as the result
of compression and is not supported by additional physical
effects like self-gravity or thermal instability. Another impor-
tant factor determining the density structures seen in the sim-
ulation is the SN frequency and distribution: larger and denser
structures develop if SNe are strongly correlated in space.

Type I SNe play an unexpected role in the overall dynamics.
Since they can occur above the warm layer and push some gas
downward, they help gravity to prevent Type II SNe from
ejecting warm gas to large heights as it occurred in the sim-
ulations of Rosen & Bregman (1995) and also in our other
simulations without Type I SNe.

3.2. Filling Factors and Density Profiles

The volume filling factor of the hot gas ( K) over6T 1 10
the whole domain is on the average 30%–40% after the SNe
have stirred the whole volume (this occurs approximately at
15 Myr). The filling factor of the hot gas grows with height
from about 20%–30% at the midplane to about 50%–60% at

pc and 80%–100% near kpc. The fillingFzF 5 300 FzF 5 1
factor is sensitive to the degree of SN correlation in space. We
have also made runs with significantly lower degrees of su-
pernova correlation. Then the filling factor of the hot gas at

is .60% if SNe are completely randomly distributed,z 5 0
as in the model of McKee & Ostriker (1977).

The time-averaged scale height of the warm gas is 180–200
pc, which is close to that under hydrostatic equilibrium sup-
ported by thermal and turbulent pressures. The density of the
cold gas ( K) has a rather uneven vertical distribution,3T ! 10
but it is mainly confined within pc. Even thoughFzF & 100
the hot phase is certainly far from hydrostatic equilibrium, its

horizontally averaged density decreases smoothly with height
at a scale of 600–700 pc.

3.3. Interstellar Turbulence

The velocity field in our simulations resembles fully devel-
oped turbulence. Many vortical structures (of a size .100 pc)
can be seen in Figure 1. The system is fed by thermal energy,
and its partial conversion into kinetic energy occurs at late
stages of the evolution of SN remnants when they reach pres-
sure balance with the surrounding medium. For Type II SNe,
this occurs when their radius is 50–100 pc, and for Type I SNe,
which more often occur in low-density regions at large heights,
this radius is 100–150 pc (cf. McKee & Ostriker 1977). About
9% of the total energy of the SNe is converted into the kinetic
energy of the ISM. This is in remarkable agreement with other
estimates (see, e.g., Chevalier 1977 and Thornton et al. 1998).

Statistical parameters of the velocity field are significantly
different in different phases of the ISM. In Figure 3, we show
the autocorrelation function (ACF) of the vertical velocity cal-
culated in horizontal cross sections at different heights for the
warm and hot components separately. The correlation scale in
the warm phase is pc, independent of z; this indicatesl . 30w

a well-mixed turbulent layer with turbulent cells of .60 pc in
size.

The correlation scale of the hot gas increases from l . 20h

pc at the midplane (this is a rather typical radius of a chimney)
to 60 pc at pc. This correlation scale hardly charac-z 5 150
terizes turbulence in the hot phase, but rather it reflects the
typical size of a region occupied by the hot gas. A significant
velocity correlation at large scales in the hot gas (see the right
panel of Fig. 3) arises from systematic vertical outflow, which
is a signature of the base of a galactic fountain.

The rms total velocity (obtained upon subtraction of any
systematic component) remains fairly constant with z at about

km s21 and km s21 for the warm and hotv . 10 v . 40w h

phases, respectively. These values agree remarkably well with
observational estimates of turbulent velocities at small heights
and in the Reynolds layer (Kulkarni & Fich 1985; Reynolds
1985; Wang, Heckman, & Lehnert 1997). For the cold gas,

km s21. The values of and are close to the speedv . 3 v vc w c

of sound at the corresponding temperatures and 10342 # 10
K, whereas is significantly smaller than 100 km s21, whichvh

is the speed of sound at 106 K. However, the hot gas is involved
in systematic vertical motion as it streams to the halo at a speed
of 100–200 km s21. This kinetic energy can be transformed
into disordered, turbulent motions, resulting in higher turbulent
velocities in the halo. The random motions observed in the
halo were reported to have an rms velocity of 60 km s21 (Kal-
berla et al. 1998).
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Fig. 3.—The ACF of the vertical velocity for the warm and hot components separately at different heights, obtained by averaging at times 60, 80, and 100
Myr. Left panel: warm gas at (solid line), 100 pc (dotted line), 200 pc (dashed line), and 300 pc (dash-dotted line). Right panel: hot gas at (solidz 5 0 z 5 0
line), 150 pc (dotted line), 300 pc (dashed line), 450 pc (dash-dotted line), and 850 pc (triple–dot-dashed line).

4. CONCLUSIONS

Our model yields realistic temperatures and densities for both
hot and warm phases of the ISM, which depend reasonably
weakly on the model parameters. The turbulence parameters
are significantly different in different phases of the ISM. The
correlation scale of the warm gas remains constant with height,

pc at pc. However, the correlation lengthl . 30 FzF & 350w

of the hot has grows with height, apparently because of the
expansion of rising hot bubbles and chimneys.

The warm gas appears to be in hydrostatic equilibrium with
a scale height of about 200 pc; the cold gas has a patchy vertical
distribution but concentrates at pc. The hot phaseFzF & 100
has a systematic upward motion, so it is away from any equi-
librium at kpc.FzF ≤ 1

The filling factor of the hot phase fh is a sensitive function
of the SN rate but depends only weakly on the SN distribution
in z. For the parameters adopted above, fh ranges from
20%–30% at the midplane to 50%–60% at pc.z 5 300
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